Microvascularisation of the scrotal integument of Holstein-Friesian bulls
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Based on standard histological methods and specific injection technique, the study demonstrates for the first time the blood vessel system of the scrotal integument. The latter is relatively thin and shows a thick underlying fascia, the tunica dartos. The vessel networks found in both structures are somewhat different from each other, i.e., the former displays the typical integumental vessel scheme, which, because of its thinness, shows a higher vessel density. The tunica dartos displayed a blood vessel system with specific characteristics, i.e. horizontal networks are present, which are on the one hand directly connected to the rete dermidis and on the other hand, with the ascending (arteries) or descending (vanes) vessels of the dartos, so that a rather uniform distribution and nutrition of the latter, including its muscle layers, is assured. The findings support the idea that the functions of the scrotal integument and the dartos are based on a dependable energy supply, but with regard to vessel type, particularly arteries, may also be involved in the regulation of blood flow. Thus, the scrotal integument as well as the dartos can be used for thermoregulation.
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INTRODUCTION

Although the ideal temperature for sperm growth varies between mammalian groups, it usually appears in warm-blooded species to be somewhat cooler than internal body temperature, leaving the testicles vulnerable. Thus, many findings emphasize the importance of thermoregulation to sperm production and seminal quality [3, 4, 10–13, 22, 23]. The evolutionary advantage of such a system must be connected with the scrotum to keep the testes at a temperature slightly lower than that of the rest of the body because higher temperatures may be damaging to sperm count. In contrast to the arterial and venous anastomoses between the 3 main vessels of the scrotal organs and spermatic cord, which are the basis for a complex vasculogenic stabilising mechanism to protect the testicle, epididymis, and vas deferens [1, 2], the specific role of the scrotal integument and, particularly, of its blood vessel system has still to be clarified. In this context the present study demonstrates for the first time the typical structure of blood vessel organisation in the dermis and the related tunica dartos using reliable histological and injection techniques.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

For our study, skin samples of the scrotum of 3 adult Holstein-Friesian bulls from the Clinic for Buiatrics of the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover Foundation (Germany) were obtained di-
rectly after euthanisation in the slaughterhouse, and a) routinely processed for standard histological purposes, i.e. fixation in Bouin’s solution, paraffin embedding, 8 µm sections, HE and Masson staining, and b) injected with a 1:4 mixture of India ink and blood serum through the arteria pudenda externa, fixated in 4% formalin, dehydrated, cleaned in benzyl, and stored in a 1:1 mixture of methyl benzoate/benzyl benzoate. Blocks of the injected skin were then cut both, vertically and horizontally to the skin surface, into 70 µm serial sections (for the technique see [6, 8]). The findings were documented with a stereomicroscope Discovery V 20 (Zeiss) and photomicroscope Axioscope 2 plus (Zeiss).

RESULTS

The scrotum is covered by a thin integument and a thick underlying fascia, the tunica dartos (Fig. 1). Regarding blood vessel supply (for blood vessel nomenclature see [17]), in the former a stratum superficiale dermidis with a dense sub-epidermal system of ansa capillaris was obvious (Fig. 2). The very distinct horizontal network of the rete arteriosum subepideralis/plexus venosus subepideralis below this region revealed relatively large glomerular structures (Figs. 2B, 3B). Such a system is normally rather inconspicuous in the trunk regions of mammals. More deeply, the zone of the secretory parts of the apocrine glands marks the structural change between the upper part of the dermis with hair follicles and the strong collagen fibre bundles of the thick medium layer of the dermis (Figs. 3A). Moreover, a very dense blood vessel supply of the large and convoluted secretory units of the latter gland type (Fig. 4) is emphasized, the strong blood vessels of which connect every apocrine gland with the rete/plexus dermidis (Fig. 4B).
this construction is unique compared with the blood vessel network of the lower dartos (see below). In particular, the remarkable plexus system showing vessels with a large diameter creates voluminous collecting reservoirs for functional blood in the total dermis (see e.g. Fig. 2B).

The following compact tunica dartos, which can be regarded as a specific derivative of the hypodermis but devoid of adipose tissue, additionally contains smooth muscle and fibroelastic tissue layers, despite being collagen-dominated. According to this construction, the blood vessel system of the tunica dartos is built up of horizontal networks lying one upon the other, as consisting of polygonal meshes often formed by paired vessels (arterioles/venules) (Figs. 2A, 5A). The most deeply found blood vessel layer is still part of the tunica dartos (Fig. 5B) because it is present in the lowest dartos layer, also known as the stratum subdartoicum [9], which mainly consists of smooth muscle groups that are organised by supporting tissue (Fig. 1).

**DISCUSSION**

The findings of our study clearly demonstrate that the vessel networks of the scrotal skin and the tunica dartos are somewhat different from each other, i.e., the former displays the typical integumental vessel scheme [17] but because of its thinness a higher vessel density. The tunica dartos, however, displayed a blood vessel system that showed specific characteristics not known until now. This means that horizontal networks are present, which are on the one hand directly connected to the rete dermidis,
and on the other hand with the ascending (arteries) or descending (venes) vessels of the dartos, so that a rather uniform distribution and nutrition of the latter, including its muscle layers, is assured.

Such a view not only supports the idea that the functions of the scrotal integument and the dartos are based on a dependable energy supply, but with regard to vessel type, particularly arteries, may also be involved in the regulation of blood flow [12, 13]. Thus, the integument as well as the dartos can be used for thermoregulation.

For example, the arrangement of the scrotal blood vessels is related to temperature changes from the scrotal surface to the intratesticular regions, creating temperature gradients. In bulls, such gradients from top to bottom are most pronounced for the scrotal surface temperature, smaller for the dartos layers and slightly negative (relative to the surface) for intratesticular temperatures [12–14]. Nevertheless, differences in vascular arrangement, characteristics of the artery (e.g. wall thickness), or thickness of the tunica albuginea may affect the testicular arterial blood flow and subtunic temperatures. This view is confirmed by the fact that increased sperm quality and production not only seems to be associated with increased testicular volume or testicular temperatures, but additionally with the dartos temperature gradient and the scrotal surface [3]. Moreover, for the number of spermatozoa per ejaculate and for the percentage of motile spermatozoa, plasma testosterone concentrations together with differences between top and bottom scrotal surface temperatures were significant independent variables [7]. These findings corroborate the view that the fine and dense blood vessel network of the scrotal dermis is generally involved in thermoregulation by heat emission [5, 7, 13]. In this context it has to be emphasized that the secretions of the apocrine tubular glands are not involved in thermoregulative activities but in antimicrobial defence to protect the skin and, here particularly the sparsely haired scrotal surface, against microbial invasion [15, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25]. In this context, the excellent vascular supply of the scrotal apocrine glands, as shown in our study, supports strong and continuous secretion production. The latter functional aspect is primarily related to domestication influences, i.e. whereas under natural conditions glandular activity shows seasonal control [19], many intensely bred domesticated animals exhibit continuously increased glandular secretion rates and distinct changes in the secretion composition with subsequent changes in the spectrum and activities of the microbial flora on the epidermal surface (for review see [16]).
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